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About This Game

About

Love or Loved is a massive multiplayer 3D Shooting and Fighting Arena game. Its a addictive multiplayer game with mixed
elements from Battle Royale and IO games.

"Love or Loved - A Bullet For My Valentine" is the first phase of the game, specially themed to Valentines Day, including
characters, weapons, game modes, etc.

"Love or Loved - A Bullet For My Valentine" will have unique Game Mode Events during the Valentines Week (7-14th Feb),
after which the gameplay and the world will be expanded to cover more maps, story, weapons and match the theme of a

Shooting and Brawling Arena game.

Features

-Anime-style characters with interesting maps
-Shooting and Meele Arena Game with fast paced action
-Single Player and Multiplayer (with Dedicated Servers)

-Multiple Characters and Maps to play
-Game Modes: FreeForAll

-Dedicated Servers, right from the get go

-NOT PAY-2-WIN
-NO LAG (multiple region dedicated servers)
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-ACTUAL WORKING BOTS/AI (Server can fill empty player spots with bots till more players join, so you don't have to play
alone :)

------------------------------------

Upcoming Features

-Interactive Maps
-More GameModes: Team DeathMatch, Survival, Zombie Defense, Last Man Standing

-COOP and Party Mode (Multiplayer)
-Cross-Platform support

-Server-based Event System (Boss Battles, traps, etc. like MMORPGs)
-Story Mode Invasions with Themed Expansion Packs

-Max/OSX and Linux versions

---------------------

Controls

-WASD to move
-R to reload

-Left Mouse Button to shoot
-Right click to Zoom/Aim

-Tab or 1-2-3 to cycle through weapons
-Space to Jump

-Shift/Ctrl to Dash
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Title: Love or Loved - A Bullet For My Valentine
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
GamerzDan
Publisher:
GamerzDan
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2018
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love or loved a bullet for my valentine

The reasons I like this game is because
Reason 1:It crashes alot
Reason 2:Its so DAM laggy
Reason 3:I want to smack the person who made this and hasnt updated it
Reason 4:Its Kinda Not Realistic in expert. Most of it doesn't work or is online only - where there are no games being hosted
anyway. Yaaay.. I think that the reviews on this steam page are not doing the game justice. This is a very fun, high paced game
that can be very annoying at times but I feel like the people who are not recommending it are just saying no because they didn't
know how to play the game. If you take the time to learn how to use the portal's effectively the game can feel very rewarding. I
really recommend this for people who enjoy FPS or people who enjoyed halo.

The maps are a little troublesome but I feel like when you understand where all the portals can go you can really get some
amazing and rewarding flanks.

The weapons are a little wonky because the pistol is very powerful relative to the Assult Rifle. If you hit all body shots with AR
it takes around 15 bullets to kill but with a pistol its around 6. The shotgun and Rocket launcher can also be annoying at times.

I find this game very fun to play and I enjoy the challenge of becoming a better player. If you have good aim or would like to
work on this, this game really requires you to have good aim. You should get it (it's free) and play at least 5 hours to get a feel
for the game before you fully judge it. It may be hard at the start but eventually it becomes really fun.. I don't know why I often
associated this game with another series but deep down, I knew it wasn't related. It was also time for me to play it and to stop
letting it rot my backlog.

Henry and Laura, with their two children Emily and Francis, are visiting their aunt Amy in Egypt. However, when Jynxie the cat
escaped, the family finds itself trapped into a lost tomb, separated from each other and forced to find a way to reunite and bring
together their findings to escape a deadly trap set by a Pharaoh that killed his own brother and cursed his memory.

Escape The Lost Kingdom: The Forgotten Pharaoh is a casual adventure game, with hidden objects scenes and puzzles. Each
member of the family has a special item: Francis has googles with glyph visions, showing him areas of interests, Emily has the
Time Amulet, showing her the previous state of a room, Laura is holding the key to many enigmas thanks to Amy's diary and
Henry is carrying with him tools (hammer, shower and crowbar). Each chapter is seen through Francis, Emily and the parents
first, before the kids finding themselves and exploring their areas. In the end, the family is reunited for the final push: they're
each carrying items needed (staff, torn painting, etc..).

Indeed, some parts of the game can't be access unless you have Francis's Googles for example. Besides, each member is
carrying items found in their part that will be useful at the end, when the inventories will fuse together. The puzzles are
relatively easy, though you may need Amy's diary to find out clues. I had to resort to a walkthrough twice because I couldn't see
what to do. And it wasn't because I didn't read Amy's diary. It was mainly because I couldn't understand well the meaning of the
enigma.

Escape the Lost Kingdom is clearly set in an early era of the genre, though it was transitioning, as it's not hidden objects scenes
set as main gameplay. But when you clear a location, it's shown. The map is also an indication of that and isn't interactive at all.

However, while the story is only about escaping and not about the Forgotten Pharaoh (everything is explained in the beginning
in other words and while you're expecting the main story to come back to that, apart one or two mentions by Emily, the Pharaoh
is really forgotten), I would have expected a longer game. Even if you can choose who you'll play first when the whole family is
splitted up (Emily, Henry and Laura, Francis), after that, the game is taking back the control: the kids will have to go through
more trials than the parents as they found quickly the reunion point.

Besides, it's not the graphics that will reconcile people with hidden objects games as they're kinda giving the feel of being
outdated. While I appreciated the drawned cutscenes, Francis seemed really an angry child and Henry very serious, where the
girls are smiling. And given the scenario, it's sad that you don't have any change in their expression. I would have appreciated
Emily's rolling her eyes when saying that she's a big girl now.
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The soundtrack is nice, like the voice actings. That's why it's just sad that the emotions aren't matching.

The feature that showed me how old the game is (and it's not even so old) is the mention of 3D glasses use. You can play the
game with it. As I don't know where my old glasses are (from the middle of the '90, mind you), I couldn't try it.

Anyway, should I recommend it? Yeah, even if I feel like the game is missing something: too short, not many use of the tools
typical to each character, no real freedom of choice despite the beginning, what about the Forgotten Pharaoh and outdated
graphics. But it's still an enjoyable moment to pass.

However, buy it during a sale or in a bundle. Five bucks for it seems too much for the content.. I had the old books and love this
stuff, I loaded it up and was in the little tutorial area at the start. I didnt like it, I was thinking what is this? The combat seemed
simple and that put me right off the game. I didnt come back to it for months, i think i expected some thing else, i missed dice,
like in other fighting fantasy, i didnt know what i wanted, i didnt give it a chance. It was a HUGE mistake. though by coming to
it later, I have enjoyed it much more on a level that i didnt appreciate before
So I really tried the game out and was open to learning this system because i wanted to play through the story again.
Pick a lady model and lets get into the Shamutanti Hills
Into the tutorial again and I learned to use the sword. It was only after I mastered the blade, which is a really lovely style, that i
realised i was missing out on the heart of the game. I began to play as a sorcerer, rather than a warrior using magic.
Now instead of just killing some one, I read its mind, make it dance, talk its language, set it on fire, make it fear or worship me,
it depends on the situation, you can get through almost all your encounters using just magic and it became a little game in itself.
You will expect to read the story in short paragraphs with choices to make that advance the story and options to replay, theres a
feature that lets you rewind your game at will to any point you were at earlier.
You collect items to use for magic, some are single use and others are items like a mask, you carry these items through all the
parts of the game, you will find things that will help you in the future, in other parts.
The combat is a kind of sliding game where you try to guess the opponents next move and how much power they will put into
the blow and plan your attack based on this. its is covered in the tutorial.
you have a very nice game called swindlestones too, something new not in the original series of books. Its a dice game, most
often played for money or info or both, I learned to love this game, i have made lots of gold because of it.
Theres all sorts of interesting characters to meet and creatures to fight and you will have your little book of spells.
very nice game its worked glitch free for me
for the content its a good price
now go begin your "epic adventure in a land of monsters, traps and magic"
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This game would be passable as yet another one of those match-the-color type puzzle games, but it chooses to add an awkward
beat detection system as a key point of the game's mechanics. Said system behaves incredibly unpredictably, failing to roll over
the beat counter for several seconds and then suddenly shooting it forward 4 times in a single second. Doing well on a song
requires playing the same song multiple times to memorize where the game detects "beats". Stay away.. Fun for an occasional
time sink. Figuring out the balances for different types of wine is fun at first, but there don't seem to be any controls for
preventing things like fruit flies or vine rot, and I am vastly irritated by the time delay on the shears. I also didn't realize that you
could only pick three varieties for your whole farm.

I haven't been playing long, so these might be things I haven't found the solutions for yet.. Dang this game is old. I had to dust it
off my digital shelf. When I tried this at release date, i was slightly turned off because of the jagged edges. With my super
quantum built computer and valve index, it is a true site to behold.

Kidding aside. if you loved the scene with HAL 2000 and the astronaut in 2001 space odyssey, this game will get you so close to
that feeling of being alone in space and trying to survive. I don't regret buying this long ago and I am so excited to play this on
my 2080ti and vive pro.....(just finished my valve index order)

Highly recommended!. Great gane, easy to play for everyone,The price is also just right no need to wait for sale. The first
impression wasn't good. I couldn't even run the game and had to spend some time searching forums and trying stuff to make the
game running. If you've experienced similar problems, check the discussions for a thread called "HOW TO run the game on
Windows 10".

But when the game actually works, it's pretty good. It's a first person adventure game where you move between predefined
locations that are rendered as a 360\u00b0 photos. The graphics are nice, with a lot of detail and even some decent cutscenes.
The best thing about the game is definitely the mysterious story and dense lovecraftian atmosphere. The game can be quite scary
at times, even though you're never in real danger.

Puzzles are mostly ok, with reasonable difficulty, not easy but not unbeatable. The main problem is that the game relies too
much on pixel hunting. Several objects are so tiny, so barely visible, and well-hidden that it's almost impossible to find them
without sweeping every inch with a mouse cursor. In case of one object, I couldn't find it even after checking a walkthrough.
Thanks to this, the game is pretty hardcore and I can imagine that less patient players will give up soon after the beginning.

Overall, the game could definitely use some polishing but it's still worth checking out even if just for the dark atmosphere..
Before saying anything about the game i must note that the game seems to be still in early alpha state of development.
if i can describe the game in one sentence i would say "full of bugs and lack of several key features".

Pros
Big zone to explore (i ssume there will be more in the future or this is just the first island)
Lot of equipment items
Lot of mounts
Open skill choice (you can chose to use any skill starting at level 1)
It seems they are giving you the power to name the map zones (runebook)
It feels nice just go and kill whatever you find (you found a turtle? go ahead, kill it, it may drop a dark lizard mount if you are
lucky)
The game is still on development

Cons
The battle system is not good enogh (or maybe not good at all depending on the player)
There is no map so you have no idea where you are and how to find things
Really hard to find out how dangerous is an enemy (usually the level is not displayed)
Server disconnection (i got disconnected several time god knows why because is not my ISP)
The interface is really bad (and i am being nice about it)
Is not sandbox but either have something to follow (no story, literaly the quests mentions you as a hero, god knows why, and
expect you to kill or collect something or both, and usually they are bugged and are unable to complete)
No ingame bug report system making even harder to colaborate.
Almost no players (should be fun to play with friends)
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Could be more but i cant remember everything i saw

The game is not expensive, you could try it without espending lots of money like many other games, so if you have doubts about
the game just try it and if you dont like it remember that steam lets you get your money back before the first 2 hours of gaming
or 2 weeks of buying.

Hope this help you decide.

EDIT:
After some more hours of gameplay I finally finished exploring the entire map, it is not huge, is not even big, could fell big at
the beginning but is really small, most of the land is empty, no monsters, no trees or something else.
Found a "secret" location (you can only access through the (I think) only usable door\/portal in the game, inside was an enemy
named "Satan" and it was impossible to kill for me at level 70. It was kind of disappointing, I was hoping to find a portal to
another place or something, maybe I need to kill Satan first.

Anyway, I recommend the game only because it could be better in the future.. Building on the successes of their award-winning
Midnight Mysteries adventure series, MumboJumbo has created an all-new adventure franchise. Boasting interactive
backgrounds, story-driven puzzles, an animated main character, voice acting and a rich narrative filled with twists and turns,
Angelica Weaver: Catch Me When You Can is action-packed and sure to be another hit!

Angelica Weaver, a detective on Chicago’s Special Task Force, must use her renowned deductive skills to stop a present day
killer. The only way for her to get ahead of this killer is to first identify a murderer who escaped justice over a hundred years
ago. Angelica has the ability to connect with the dead. Through supersensory visions she is able to jump back and forth between
crime scenes on the streets of historic London and present-day Chicago where the victims reveal to her their final moments.
Work with Angelica as she puzzles her way through the past and uses her insights to stop the pattern in the future in this hidden
object puzzle adventure.

Angelica actively participates as you explore detailed environments and sift through hidden-object scenes for clues. Using
Angelica’s journal and a highly developed hint system, close the case in the present and in the past, by piecing together game-
changing information for an unexpected twist.

Angelica Weaver’s intriguing story is complemented with stunning visuals and sound effects that captivate and surprise. This
compelling adventure, full of challenges and dozens of unique puzzles, delivers yet another thrilling experience from
MumboJumbo.

Be the detective! Angelica Weaver and the city of Chicago enlist your help.
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